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Jennifer Fenderbosch
“It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas,
everywhere you go.”
Warm aromatics are all around us… Cinnamon,
Nutmeg, and Cloves. Invigorating Peppermint,
Balsam and Citrus scents whiff through the air.
There is a sense of expectation and wonder.
Menus are planned, cookies are baked, gifts are
wrapped, and travel plans are made. Traditions…
some old and some new are repeated and shared.
What are your favorite traditions?
Mother’s family had roots in Austria and Germany.
Thanksgiving afternoon after the dishes were
washed and put away, the marble slab came out
for candy making. Rum soaked cherries were rolled
into fondant and dipped into warm chocolate. It
was the first recipe we cousins would make. My
favorite task was twirling the fondant into the
warm milk chocolate… someone had to do it. Each
day until the week before Christmas a different
cookie was made. The selection was boxed up as
gifts for friends, teachers and the local shelter.
Planning for holidays is similar to planning for
spring gardens or planning a floral design. We
consider possibilities and alternatives before we
venture forward with the final decision. In this
issue of Garden Clippings, look for ideas for
enriching your traditions this Holiday season.
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Plant America…
…Grow Our Future

Thank you for your friendship and commitment to
make the Avon-on-the-Lake Garden Club a vibrant
organization within the community. I enjoy being a
part of the Garden Club family!
Merry Christmas to you and yours!

Jennifer Fenderbosch

How to…
Jennifer Fenderbosch

1| Tie a length of bind wire, about 12 to 15 inches,
through the netting at the top of the sphere. Soak
the floral foam in water.

Dried Oranges
Dried oranges or other
citrus can be added to your
own potpourri, used in floral
designs or hung on the tree.
1. Preheat your oven to 200 degrees.
2. Prepare your pan with nonstick spray
or a baking mat. This helps avoid a sticky
mess when it’s time to remove the
oranges from the pan.
3. Slice oranges into 1/4″ slices or
thinner. The thinner the slices, the faster
they will dry.
4. Place oranges in a single layer on the
prepared pan, ensuring they do not touch.
5. Bake for up to 6 hours or until
completely dry.
https://www.thehappierhomemaker.com/diy
-dried-orange-slices/

Lemon Kissing Ball
Former White House chief
floral designer Laura Dowling
shares the technique in how
to make a traditional lemon kissing ball. In
Virginia these are hung at the windows.
Materials:
• Bind wire
• 1 (4-inch) sphere of floral foam with netting
• Variety of mixed evergreen material
• 15 small lemons
• 6-inch wired wood picks
• Green paddle wire
• 25 small crab apples
• 3 to 4 strands of trailing green ivy

2| Cut 4-inch pieces of evergreen material,
removing the bottom leaves from each sprig. Cover
the entire sphere with greenery by sticking the
ends into the ball and overlapping pieces.
3| Skewer the lemons with the wired wood picks,
and stick the other end into the sphere. Add
enough lemons to cover the sphere evenly.
4| Use the paddle wire as string to create a mini
garland of crab apples, leaving 5 to 6 inches in
between each apple and keeping a 6-inch length at
each end. Make 5 garlands.
5| Tie the end of a garland to a pick, and insert it
into the sphere. Weave the apples in and around
the lemons so that they appear to float above the
design. Continue until all garlands are used.
6| Add strands of ivy for a natural effect. Wrap an
end around the bind wire at the top, and let it hang
off the sides.
https://flowermag.com/how-to-make-a-lemonkissing-ball/

Poinsettias
Choose plants that have little
yellow flowers, called cyathia,
in the center of the colored
leaves," says Gary Vollmer,
product and technical manager with Selecta
North America, a poinsettia breeder. If you
chose a plant that's shedding pollen or the
yellow flowers have dropped off, it's past its
prime and won't last through the season.
CARE FOR THEM
Cover poinsettias on the way home when
temperatures are in the 20s or lower. Don’t
leave them in the car while you run errands.
Water when dry to the touch. "The most reliable
way to kill them is root rot from overwatering,"
says Vollmer. Remove the foil or pot cover (or
poke holes in it) that's around the plant when

you buy to ensure it's not sitting in water. Water
sparingly, then let drain completely in the sink.
KEEP OR TOSS?
Your call! To promote flowering next year, place
in a bright window after the holidays. After April
1, remove the colored leaves (called bracts).
Shape as needed by pinching tips until early
August. Feed every two weeks with a standard
fertilizer. In September, move to a room where it
gets only Mother Nature's light with absolutely
zero artificial light after sunset. In early October,
move back to your regular living area, and cross
your fingers.

Thank you…
I would sincerely like to thank the members of
the Garden Club who sent cards, brought
dinners, and gave me best wishes for my recent
surgery. It is very heartwarming to be a
relatively new member of Avon on the Lake
Garden Club and have the kind of community
support that you have shown me.
Sincerely,
Jane Kozey

Website…logon
Sue Jagoda

www.avonlakegarden.club

Recipe
Jane Kozey

HOW TO PLANT A SHRUB OR TREE
FOR GREAT SUCCESS THE HOOK WAY!
Audrey Roberts

Hooks Greenhouse

Over the years we have seen many plant problems.
One of the biggest problems has been larger trees
and shrubs dying weeks
after transplant and
sometime they make it all
season and don’t come up
the next year. A landscaper
came to the greenhouse
many years ago and told me
this trick and I have been
using it and telling everyone
about it ever since. The logic
make total sense, a plant
has roots all the way to the bottom of the pot, and
all of those roots need nourishment and water! So
if we get the water to the bottom, we get the tree
to survive, simple! Now here is the way my
Husband and I plant trees and shrubs in our own
yard for great success!
1) Dig a hole two times the width and the
exact depth of the container.
2) 2) Add some water to the bottom of the
hole.
3) Soak the tree or shrub in a large bucket or
wheel barrow of water for 20-30 minutes
(for an extra boost, use water soluble
fertilizer mixed to the package directions.)
4) Place the shrub or tree in the hole holding the
root ball. Gently loosen the roots to help them
grow out. Make sure the truck is straight and the
root crown is even with the ground.

5) Use a 3-4” PVC pipe cut to the depth size of the
pot plus 3”. Place next to the root ball when
planting. This will allow bottom root watering once
tree is planted.
6) Take the native soil that came from the hole and
mix with 1/2 high quality potting soil or compost
and manure. Backfill around the tree and gently
tamp the soil to prevent air pockets. Don’t mound
soil around the trunk, but, instead create a well or
circle dam around the tree to catch water.
7) Water slowly filling both the PVC pipe and the
well. Allow the water to soak in and then fill back
up again .Continue process until adequate amount
is given.
8) Add 2 inches of quality mulch, being careful to
not pile against the trunk. This will retain moisture
and protect the roots in cold climates.
9) For the first year, water 2-3 times a week, more
in dry weather, continue watering in the second
year if necessary.
Don’t forget to fertilize with water soluble
fertilizer, typically every 3rd watering. Good luck
and great planting!

Check It Out …ALPL
Nadge Herceg

Creating Sanctuary Jessi Bloom
Transform your life through a mindful connection
to the land that you inhabit – no matter its size and
learn to use its powerful gifts to find contentment
and wellbeing
PREVIEW: Home Cleanser
Stuff a handful (a loose cup) of pine needles into a
quart glass container, then fill it with cider vinegar
and seal for several weeks. Dip a cloth in the
solution and clean away.

Vertical Vegetables

Amy Andrychowicz
Packed with extensive information, including
complete building plans and step by step
instructions and lists of plants that are best suited
for vertical growing. Learn how to increase your
garden produce and beautify your
outdoor living space.
PREVIEW: Upcycled Garden Tool
Fan Trellis

